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J O I N  U S  O N  T H E

Advent at South Church Andover 

Advent bags bible study Gifts that Growprayer stations



Were the angels trepidacious when they visited Mary? Did Gabriel come expecting

rejection?

What did it mean that our Savior , “The King of Kings ,” was born in a humble manger

and not a glorious palace?

What is the good news of great joy that the shepherds seek?

“Blessed is the season which engages the whole world in a conspiracy of love.”
Hamilton Wright Mabie

Instead of seeing our Biblical stories through the lens of empirical fact - the shepherds

had had too many sips from their communal bottle to keep them warm , the angel ’s

words were nothing but a hallucinatory dream , Mary was young and naive . . .we might

reflect on the conspiracy of love this season brings and hone our capacity for mystery and

wonder .

This Advent , let ’s not look for data , but instead for meaning . Let ’s not look for fact , but

instead for truth . Let ’s not settle for the literal , when our hearts yearn for the

metaphorical . 

The best questions for us this season are not , “How is this possible?” but instead , “What

does this mean?”

What does the journey to Bethlehem look like you for you this Advent? Do you travel with

anticipation , reluctance , skepticism , wonder? 

As you enter the story this Advent with curiosity and questions , may you hum with hope

and walk with wonder .

Rev . Dana Allen Walsh

Advent is the season we prepare our hearts for Christ to come . We

anticipate Jesus ’ birth in so many ways : singing our favorite Christmas

carols , baking cookies , lighting the Advent wreath , gathering with

friends , decorating our homes , etc .  

One of my favorite parts of Advent is setting out our nativity sets . For

the kids , it ’s like a new toy because they haven ’t seen it in 10 months .

We have one of carved Israeli wood and the other made of colorful

kid-friendly plastic . As I arrange the little animals , the Magi , and the

Holy Family , I retell the story . The same story that Christians have

been telling for generations . Yet every time , it feels a bit more absurd :

virgin births , angelic appearances , psychic dreams , and traveling

stars . As questions arise from my kids (which they inevitably do), it ’s

easy for me to get stuck on searching for rational explanations or

historic facts . 

a note from Dana
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Advent with South Church

Together let's walk the journey to Bethlehem with Mary and Joseph, the magi, the shepherds, the angels and the

prophets. We’ll walk together through the darkness of Advent to the shining light of Christmas, and discover the

angels, prophets and shepherds in our own lives. led by Associate Pastor Jennifer Mazur on Tuesday nights and

Thursday afternoons on Zoom. Each gathering will have the same content. Our hope is that, by offering the same

Bible study at two different times, we’ll meet a variety of needs. Reach out to Pastor Jenn or check the Buzz email

for Zoom links! 

Tuesday nights @ 7pm: 11/30, 12/7, 12/14, 12/21                      Thursday afternoons @ 4pm: 12/2, 12/9, 12/16, 12/23
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3:00pm | in-person with carols, the Christmas story, and a children's message

5:00pm | online on our YouTube page with comforting scripture readings, familiar hymns, and beautiful music

10:00pm | in-person capturing the mystery and awe of the evening as we approach midnight together

We celebrate the season of Advent as we prepare for Christmas. Join us in-person or on our YouTube page for live

worship at 10:00am each Sunday as we celebrate Hope, Peace, Joy, and Love. We’ll sing your favorite Christmas

carols, hear inspiring messages, and dive deep into the meaning of the season. 

Blue Christmas | Tues., Dec. 7th at 7pm A virtual YouTube worship service making room for the fullness of our

emotions this season

Journey To Bethlehem Family Event | Sat., Dec. 11th from 4:00 – 6:30pm Take an outdoor, candlelit trip to hear

about the magnificence of Mary's faith and joy, the wisdom of the wise ones, the humility of the shepherds, the

jealousy of Herod and the ever-present and faithful love of God. Along the way there will be surprises and treats!

Beer & Carols | Tues., Dec. 14th & Wed., Dec. 15th from 7:00 – 9:00pm at Oak & Iron

Edgewood Worship | Wed., Dec. 22nd at 7:30pm

Outdoor Worship | Thur., Dec. 23rd from 7:00 – 7:30pm 

Christmas Eve Worship | Fri., December 24th

Fanfare Before the Fireworks | Fri., December 31st at 6:00pm Organ, brass & percussion bring in the New Year in

style—part of Andover's First Night celebration

Star Sunday | Save the Date Sunday, January 9th, 2022

Journey to Bethlehem Bible Study



Sanctuary - A place of refuge or safety . Just as Mary and Joseph were provided sanctuary in a stable

in Bethlehem , we are called as Christians to ensure that every individual in God ’s creation is

treated with dignity . With this in mind this Advent season of waiting , . . . . . . .

The Mission Team has selected the International Institute of New England (IINE) as its December

Monthly Mission partner .  

For the past 100 years , the IINE has worked with local communities in and around Boston , Lowell

and Manchester , NH to help refugees and immigrants find places to settle and restart their lives .

They create opportunities for refugees and immigrants to succeed through resettlement ,

education , career advancement and pathways to citizenship .

Since 2014 , the IINE has resettled nearly 350 Afghans . As of September 28 , 2021 , they are preparing

to welcome another 425 evacuees in both Lowell and Manchester . Most of these people will be

classified as Afghan Humanitarian Parolees , which is a temporary status with limited eligibility for

public benefits . They are admitted to the U .S on two-year visas and must work with an attorney to

apply for asylum or otherwise adjust their immigrant status . It is still unclear whether Congress will

pass legislation that adjusts their status , allows for benefits and gives them a pathway to

citizenship . These unanswered questions make life extremely stressful for the immigrants .
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December Monthly Mission Partner (IINE)

When the Afghans arrive , during their 90-day reception

and placement period , each will receive a one-time

federal payment of $1 ,225 . For a family of four , this

totals $4 ,900 and is needed to secure an apartment in

communities where a 2-bedroom apartment rents for

$1 ,800 per month and first and last month 's rent as

well as security deposits are required . To supplement

the federal support payment , the International

Institute of New England also receives a similar

amount that will assist with temporary and permanent

A gift of $100 provides 2 hours of Dari/Pashto interpretation services for Afghan evacuees

services .

A gift of $250 provides temporary shelter for one evacuated Afghan family for three nights .

A gift of $1,000 provides food for 10 Afghan evacuees for one month .

A gift of $10,000 provides temporary shelter for 10 evacuated Afghan families for one month .

housing , case management service , food , clothing , and basic needs , public and private cash

assistance , healthcare and insurance enrollment , school enrollment , English for speakers of other

languages , and wrap-around support from volunteer teams . Eventually , they will also provide

legal services to apply for a change in their immigrant status or referrals to other providers for

asylum seekers . Ultimately , by following IINE ’s Theory of Change ; resettlement , stabilization and

integration , the refugees will become ”thriving , self-sufficient refugees and immigrants able to

fulfill their dreams and contribute to New England ’s growth and prosperity .”

We look forward to opening our hearts and hands to assist IINE in their mission of providing

sanctuary and dignity to our new neighbors .

The first Afghan family to arrive in Boston. They are being
housed in Cambridge. Credit: Diane Shohet/IINE



DID YOU KNOW...
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Gifts that Make a Difference

Jennifer Mazur , Interim Associate Pastor

Sherry Tupper , Minister of Visitation

Cathy Meyer , Minister of Music

Linda Francalancia Hacker , Office Administrator

Taylor Graffum , Minister for Youth and Families

Joanne Smith , Finance Administrator

Nora Pelt , Communications Admin/Volunteer Coord .

Andy Brien , Facilities Manager

David Strong , Moderator

Chuck Crockett , Treasurer

All Members Are Ministers
Dana Allen Walsh , Senior Pastor

Lazarus House Ministries, Lawrence, MA: a donation will be made to Lazarus House’ wrap-
around services for families and individuals in need. Through their work, you are giving a gift
of sanctuary, love, and dignity.

Essex County Habitat for Humanity: a donation will be made to “The House that Faith Built”
on Lupine Road in Andover, MA. Being built on land that was donated to South Church in 1939,
these homes will provide a permanent and safe home for four families. Two families just
moved in, and two families are waiting for completion of the two South Side units. Your gift is
a gift of sanctuary and stability. 

DigDeep: a donation will be made to DigDeep, 100% of which will be used to support a water
project in the United States. Through this gift, you are providing dignity and safety, through
clean drinking water, to a family in need. Your gift is a gift of sanctuary.

IINE (International Institute of New England) : a gift of Sanctuary will be provided to a family
that has recently arrived from Afghanistan after turmoil, unrest and danger. May they feel
comfort, safety and welcome here.

Do you have family members that seem to have ‘everything ’ or friends and relatives who have been

spending their ‘pandemic time ’ purging and simplifying their lives? What to do at Christmas time?

We yearn to connect and acknowledge our love for them with a gift , just as the Magi did in

Bethlehem . 

Through Gifts that Grow , the Missions Team invites us to give gifts that reflect our hearts ’

yearnings to make a difference in the world . Our theme for 2021 is Sanctuary . The Missions Team

chose four missions whose work provides safety and dignity to those in need . The four missions

include :

We encourage you to give generously , as you have all year , to the mission(s) of your choosing . We

trust God will bless you just as your gift will bless the recipients of your generosity . As you make

gifts , we will provide you with beautiful cards that you can share with your loved ones .

For more information visit www .southchurch .com/GiftsthatGrow . There are three ways to order .

Visit the Gifts that Grow table before or after worship , stop by the office , or order online .

What to give to family and friends that seem

to have ‘everything’? 

 

Or to those who have spent their ‘pandemic

time’ purging and simplifying their lives? 



Our Library is Online!
Our church library has taken a first step into the twenty-first century.

For his Eagle Scout project, Lucas Bacchi chose to put the card

catalog online. This entailed developing a program to create an

online catalog and guiding many volunteers to input the data from

our existing card catalog.

The South Church Library collection of 1,032 items is now accessible

through an online database, thanks to Lucas’ hard work. There was

almost a year’s worth of planning to make this idea come to life. 

The discussions began during the fall of 2020. During that time,

Lucas gathered the list of requirements for the online system and

communicated with both South Church Librarian Carol-Georgine

West and the church as to exactly how the new system would 

work. Once the list of requirements was made for the system, 

Lucas and his brother Justin worked on the software that would 

run the library program.

With a system in place, Lucas began recruiting volunteers to help

with the project. In total, the amazing volunteers put in 895

volunteer hours! The work included photographing book covers

(which will help in more easily locating the books), entering book

information into the new database, and affixing unique bar codes 

to each book. Lucas trained each volunteer and was available to

answer questions as needed. When inefficiencies in the 

data-input system were found, he stepped in to make the process

more efficient.

This project makes the materials in the South Church Library much

more accessible to the congregation, allowing for easier searching

of books through the online catalog. The new program also makes it

easier for the library staff to update and maintain the collection.

Soon, the books will be able to be checked out digitally to members

of the congregation.

Many thanks to Lucas and his team of volunteers!

staff , congregants and other guests about all things faith . You 'll find

gratitude  practices , conversations about scripture , the best place to

buy Christmas chocolates , our most unpopular opinions (Jenn

rebukes all things James Bond in the name of Jesus , amen .) and

more ! We ’d love to hear from you , Do you have questions about faith ,

scripture , Christianity , spirituality? Is there anything you ’d like to hear

us cover? We ’d love to talk about it on the show ! Send Jenn an email

with your thoughts at jenn@southchurch .com .

The Return of the South Church Podcast! 
We recently debuted The Lived-In Faith, the new version of our podcast . We ’re excited to

share this project—especially as we gear up for Advent . Join Dana and Jenn as they talk with 
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The audio/visual team recently engaged with The Reverend Eric Elley , UCC Conference Digital

Minister , to discuss our digital ministry vision . We are excited to share that Rev . Elley reviewed

and affirmed our vision . It says volumes that the UCC has dedicated a resource to digital ministry .

Eric is a very busy person who has helped us tremendously .

We are excited to share with you this exciting step in the long history of South Church . If there is

one thing we have learned during the COVID-19 pandemic , our Church is no longer only the

people who sit in our pews . Our live-stream worship and our online content for meetings and

events have never been more vital . While we are back with our in-person worship , each week

hundreds of viewers are joining us for online worship . Supporting both in-person and streaming

worship has stressed our content and A/V technology . Tom and Laura Jordan have graciously

donated to help build out our capabilities in response to this challenge .

We are currently lining up all the new elements to support this upgrade . The details are extensive

and incredibly technical . From a high level , the upgrade includes new speakers with a fuller

sound , video cameras that are small , white , and remote-controlled , and two video screens . 

When fully operational , we will be able to level sound in the sanctuary and on our live stream , so

everyone hears the fullest sound possible . We will present video content from our monthly

mission partners , guest speakers who can ’t join us in person , mission-trippers who are away

serving in remote areas , and see our choir and organ without the full-body twist . In addition , we

can share announcements and images of the whole life of our church before worship . During our

worship service , the plan is to never have the video screens in an off–black screen mode . If they

are not actively showing content , they will be showing our hymn numbers or a pleasant static

presentation that is non-intrusive . In addition to using the capabilities internally , we may also use

our space for other uses such as concerts , wedding videos , and possible town uses .
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Digital Ministry: For those not in the room
Ted Harris on behalf of the entire A/V team (Tom Appleton, 

Lucas Bacchi, Ted Harris, Suzie Henderson, Marty Mason, and 
Tim Ozirsky) with recognition and acknowledgement of the

contribution Derek Holbrook made to the design of the solution

One way to think about our new technology is how it

represents the congregant , our fellow church member ,

who is not in the room . As we all experienced during the

pandemic , this technology is now being implemented in

many churches . South Church is not alone . Our team and

staff will collaborate with other churches to understand

how they are using the technology to deliver the best-in-

class experience for all of you . It has been recognized :

we are installing an extremely professional-quality

solution here . We hope you will enjoy the added

experience it will deliver .

None of this would have been possible without the

generous donation from the Jordan Family , and we

thank them sincerely for enabling this technology for the

future of South Church .



Taylor Graffum: What Not to Put in Your Stuffing
Early in November , Jenn and Taylor sat down and recorded an episode of our new podcast The
Lived-In Faith to help the church to get to know Taylor Graffum , our new Minister of Youth and

Families . Below , you ’ll find a bit of that fun conversation ! To hear the whole thing , download or

jump on to our South Church App and tap “Podcast .” Once there , you ’ll find the episode titled

“Bonus Pod : Meet Taylor Graffum !” 

 

Welcome Taylor! Thanks for being here for this conversation! Today, we are going to give the
church a chance to get to know you a little bit and to hear your voice. I promise not to ask
too many weird or hard questions. 
Bring it on . 

Great! So, tell us, what’s your favorite holiday? 
OK , my favorite holiday , I think would probably be Thanksgiving , mainly because I just love to eat

meals with my grandparents . One of the things that ’s become a controversial issue around the

Thanksgiving table is if raisins belong in stuffing . 

What?
Firm no . Absolutely no .

Absolutely not. It’s like putting celery in stuffing.
Agreed . Yeah , that is the argument every year . Yeah . So I guess any holiday that includes eating a

meal with my grandparents and the rest of my family . But yeah , any holiday that revolves around

food—I 'm down for . 

Great! Can you tell us about your self care practice? 
I think , for me , I do watch a lot of Netflix , so that is definitely in the rotation . I think a lot of my

actual restorative self care practices revolve around making sure my space is clean and then going

for walks . The outdoors are my favorite or driving outside—even today driving to work . There was

such beautiful fall foliage . I had my playlist on full blast and I thought “oh this is a good moment .”

And then just being with friends and family—I try to spend as much time as I can with them . 

Can you tell us a bit about your journey to South Church? 
When I was growing up I attended UCC church until I graduated high school where I was super

involved . I basically did anything that the adults would allow me to do . I became their church

videographer for a while for the local cable channel , but I was really bad at it . I ’d be trying to keep

track of the camera while reading the Bible along with everyone and so I would look up the pastor

would be completely out of the frame . I was just really into listening . And then came senior year of

high school , when I was trying to figure out what I wanted to do . I always thought I had a plan and

then my youth pastor and Senior Pastor kept nudging me and my parents saying , “I think Taylor

should go into ministry ,” and I kept saying , “No , maybe later .” But the idea continued to stick with

me . [After finding Gordon College] I thought , “there 's a perfect opportunity to continue learning

about ministry .” So I ended up going home [after visiting Gordon for the first time] and I told my

parents that I was only going to apply to Gordon and change my major to youth ministry . After

serving as the Director of Middle School Ministry for four years at Grace Chapel , I felt God begin to

call me to serve in a community-based ministry where I could continue to grow by being part of a

progressive church community that seeks to embody their faith in their everyday life .

 

To find out more about Taylor’s journey from high school, to Gordon, to Grace Chapel and
finally to South Church, listen to our podcast "The Lived-In Faith" available on the South
Church app, Apple Podcasts, Spotify or wherever you get your podcasts. 
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If Not For AFM, My Business Wouldn't Have Survived

Despite the many challenges COVID-19 presented in 2020 , we felt embraced by the community

as we transitioned the market to its new home at South Church and for that we are extremely

grateful . It was never easy , but in a year like no other , we sped up and slowed down to meet the

challenges where they were . We cared for others and others cared for us . We adjusted when we

needed to . As a result , we are a stronger and more resilient organization .

AFM is committed to offering everyone in the community an inviting place to buy artisanal goods

and real food , directly from local people they get to know and trust . We are equally committed to

supporting the small business owners who work extremely hard to grow or make their products .

As we build this web , we do it in service of strengthening the health , the wealth , and the social

wellbeing of the local community . It ’s a balancing act that is ever changing .

Our market runs on people power . More than 100 volunteers have logged over 2 ,000 hours of

service since we opened in June 2020 . We have welcomed 15 ,000 shoppers who have collectively

put close to $400 ,000 back into the local economy by choosing to shop with us . Making sure that

everyone has access to fresh , local , nutritious food is an important part of our vision . Our SNAP

transactions increased from 34 in 2020 to 154 in 2021 . $6 ,297 SNAP and matching funds were

distributed to 188 shoppers . We doubled SNAP benefits up to $20/week , giving people $40 when

they spend $20 . We ’ve matched $2 ,320 to date and have only just begun .

Here ’s what a few people have said about their market experience :

If it wasn’t for AFM, my business would not have survived 2020. - a grateful vendor

Coming to the farmers market is the highlight of my week. I feel safe, I love the food and always
feel welcomed. - A 2020 shopper

I look forward to a day when I can contribute to
the SNAP matching program, but for now I’m
thankful it’s available for me to use. 
- A 2021 shopper

I do more business at Andover Farmers Market
than any of the six markets I vend at each
week. Thank you for being here . - A busy vendor

The team behind the market is led by Fran

Healey and Mary Bambury with tireless support

from this incredible group of committed and

talented people : Ellen Arvidson , Angela Bertani ,

Jennifer Bouchard , Jennifer Capone , Sharon

Fisher , Eileen Forgue , Susan Henke-McGrath ,

Char Lyons , Donna MacLean , and Kevin McGrath .

Many thanks to each of them for their work on

behalf of Andover Farmers Market . The market

would not happen without them .

If you have an interest in learning about working

behind the scenes of the market , or if you have

questions , there ’s no need to wait until June ,

planning for next season is underway . Contact

information for team members is in the church

directory or send an email to

AndoverFarmersMkt@gmail .com , We ’d love to hear from you . A big THANK YOU to everyone who has

visited the market . We hope you felt nourished .

Fran Healey



What happened to the wood? Did You Know... 

. . .300 little wooden crosses were harvested from the Sanctuary attic flooring wood this summer? A

wonderful repurposing of our original building parts as a gift to us , the congregation . What a

wonderful reminder of our ye olde building needing repairs to continue to be a faithful partner in

providing both a literally physical safe place where the ceiling won ’t collapse , but also as a place

safe for your mental , spiritual , and physical wellbeing .

The attic floor was made of 161 year old virgin , native , local pine . The planks were roughly 6”-10” x 1”

slats . The builders , Abbott & Clement (who were members here and are buried in the cemetery)

built the church for roughly $16 ,000 in 1860 . Structural engineers were pleased to find that

hurricane strength techniques were used in the bracing and framing ! This 4th building sits on the

footprint of the 1st and 3rd meetinghouses .

So what happened to the rest of the wood? Though pine is usually a soft wood , this old pine is quite

sturdy and sought after , after all , it only had one job to do for 160 years . A few woodworkers

collected some of it to repurpose in their homes .

See what Seth Holden made , an Adirondack chair and quite the office desk !
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Char Lyons, South Church Historian

continued

The Henderson family cleaned and sanded many pieces while envisioning flower boxes and who

knows what else the wood will reveal .

Al Joyall , Martin McGrath , and Tim Ozirsky have hopes for projects , and like me , I simply have a

piece of wood as a keepsake . These folks found many pieces split along knots and graceful grain

lines . My piece shows nail holes , saw band marks , and hammer dents .
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Did You Know (continued)...

the steeple is lit in loving memory of in December

Please contact Char at 
char@charlyons.com if you would 

like to "light the steeple" in 
memory of one of your loved ones.

 

 

in January

 

in February

Our parents, Everett and Dorothy Dearborn by Deborah D. Brent, 

David Dearborn, Peter Dearborn and their families

 

Jim Carpentier and his parents Marian and Al Carpentier 

by the Batchelder and Carpentier families

 

Our son-in-law Steven Chenard 

by Skip and Camille Wilkins and the Chenard family

 

Our beloved father/grandfather Gary LaPierre & parents/grandparents

Al & Colette Hudson by Lysanne, Dean, Nicole & Cameron LaPierre

 

Walter and Barbara Schoen by their daughter, Sheryl Poole

William Kurth by his wife, children and grandchildren

 

Marie Shanley Devlin by her son Ron Hill, his wife Janis and family

 

Ted and Mildred Nowell by their family

 

My father Wilfred Hemmer, mother Patricia Hemmer, and 

brother Mike Hemmer. I miss you every day, love, Anne Hemmer

 

Bernardeene Dowell Vidteo by the Nowell family

 

Aunt Ann & Uncle Harry Newton and their son Wayne T. Newton by their nieces 

Rachel Cloutier, Karen Foster-Gervacio and Cheryl Foster and Wayne’s wife JoAnn Latvaitis

 

Donald and Janyce Sagaser by their family

To borrow from our recent Annual Pledge Campaign , our Pastor Emeritus , Cal Mutti referred to our

building as a doxology in wood , with Jesus as our cornerstone . The church building is not a burden ,

it is our vehicle that allows us to do important and holy ministry in this world . Our historic building

and legacy live on in our keepsakes of handmade wooden crosses , in window boxes , chairs , desks ,

and in some one ’s dinner table .

And now you know.

The most impressive repurposing of the wood is thanks to Tim Ozirsky , who sold the majority of it

to a wood worker in Maine who specializes in repurposing exactly this type of unique old wood .

Rustique (antiquewoodcreations .com) makes farm tables and custom furniture from reclaimed

wood . They made this cabinet and are making these tables . Rustique identifies where the wood

came from in each piece made .



This Fall , Renee took the next step in her journey on the path towards ordination to Christian

ministry in the United Church of Christ . We 've joined many excellent pastors through their long

ordination process here at South Church , and are happy to include Renee on that list . It is a year 's

long journey of discernment and hard-work . 

Renee has already completed the first step on her Phase IV journey . In October , Renee met with

the Committee on Formation for the Northeast Association where she defended her theology

paper , answered questions about her call to ministry and displayed her gifts and call to minister to

God 's people . 

To complete this phase of her ordination process , Renee will need to meet with the committee two

more times . In a few months she will meet with them to lead a short worship service to showcase

her skills for preaching , teaching and faithful worship leadership . A few months after that , she will

meet with them again to respond to a series of case studies . These case studies are designed to

show Renee 's ability to navigate the tricky moments in ministerial leadership .

With each step occurring about two months apart , this phase cannot be hurried along . We are

confident that Renee will meet and surpass each step . Please help us celebrate Renee taking this

next step as we encourage her along and ask you to hold her in prayer over the coming year . 
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Renee Manning: Ordination Process Update

Janna Roop & Al Timm Janna was a nurse for over 40 years until she

retired in 2016 . In those years , she worked in several different areas—

psychiatric nursing , regular medical-surgical nursing , research nursing

and her favorite by far , hospice nursing . She loves to sing and read

novels , and has fallen in love with South Church for its warmth ,

friendliness , great staff , and focus on mission . She looks forward to

getting to know members better . Al retired from his position as

Executive Presbyter of the Presbytery of Detroit , MI in December of 2019 ,

after serving as a clergy in the Presbyterian Church for 45 years . Al enjoys

volunteering with the Presbytery of Northern New England as they help

congregations identify their mission and find leadership . He also serves

on the Andover Rotary Club Board of Directors as Chair of the

Foundation Committee . He enjoys sailing , walking and playing bridge .  

Judy & Vic Olmstead moved to Massachusetts in October 2020 to be

near their son , Chris , and his family , Loren & Aria . They wanted to be able

to see Aria grow up . God called to Judy in the 5th grade and she felt and

recognized his love . She has felt that God has been with her through all

her days and is so grateful for God ’s presence . She hopes to continue

serving God through the church to the best of her ability . Vic is a

musician who sings and writes music , plays guitar and some piano . He is

interested in birding , photography , and hiking . And he ’s been known to

fish as well .

Welcome to our newest members

Hannah Mezzina has lived in North Andover for the past 26 years . She works with animals as a pet

sitter and technician assistant and enjoys tai chi , meditation , horseback riding , and volunteering in

her free time . Hannah is passionate about helping others through the healing power of horses .



South Church: Lilly Endowment Recipient
Great news ! South Church has received a grant to enable Pastor Dana to participate in the 2021

National Clergy Renewal Program . South Church is one of 156 congregations across the United

States selected to participate in this competitive grant program , which is funded by Lilly

Endowment Inc . and administered by Christian Theological Seminary in Indianapolis . Established

by the Endowment in 2000 , the program ’s grants allow Christian congregations to support their

pastors with the gift of extended time away from their ministerial duties and responsibilities . 

Ministers whose congregations are awarded the grants use their time away from the demands of

daily ministry to engage in reflection and renewal . The approach respects the “Sabbath time”

concept , offering ministers a carefully considered respite that may include travel , study , rest , prayer

and immersive arts and cultural experiences . Recognizing that ministers ’ families are subject to the

stress and demands placed on pastoral leaders , the program encourages pastors to involve their

families in renewal activities . 

Pastor Dana ’s grant application reads , in part :

In a 309-year old church , it ’s easy to take everything too seriously . We , South Church , are guilty of

that . Every decision carries the weight of tradition and precedent . Yet we hear Jesus ’ words , “Abide

in my love so that my joy may be in you and your joy may be complete .” Joy lightens the load ,

creates resiliency , inspires engagement , and eases the heavy burden of fear . 

 

The purpose of this renewal program is one of joy . When asked what makes South Church in

Andover distinct from other congregations , Pastor Dana is quick to answer with one simple word :

joy . There is joy in our worship , amongst our staff , in our service work and even in our committee

meetings . It is not a denial of pain and heartache , but a conscious response to our faith . 

 

This program will allow both Dana and the congregation of South Church to explore joy as a way of

being , reaching beyond momentary pleasures into the practices that cultivate more empathy ,

engagement and gratitude . Joy is a deep form of God 's abiding love . This renewal experience is an

invitation for both Dana and South Church to recognize and cultivate joy as an intentional spiritual

practice in order to better serve the world .

Pastor Dana’s sabbatical is scheduled to begin on April 18th, 2022. There will be more
information to come about the specifics of her plans in the Lent newsletter. 
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Thank you!

Missions Impact Fund  

Haiti Earthquake Relief

UTEC 

$1466

$4325

$2794
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2022 Artists in Residents Announced

to enhance the arts at South Church for poeple of all ages 

To expose congregants to a wider range of creative expressions of justice , hope , redemptions ,

suffering , joy , faith , etc .

To foster interactive communication and expression between residents and congregants

To support the work of local artists

In the late summer , South Church received multiple applications for the Artist in Residence (AiR)

program following the success of CJ Morse 's time in the program in the spring of 2021 . The goal of

the Artist in Residence Program at South Church is multi-faceted : 

We ’re excited to announce our new Artists in Residence for 2022 :

Rachael Chapin Longo, Spring 2022

“The thing that keeps me engaged and a firm believer in the power of the arts is 

its ability to bring people of all backgrounds , races , genders , faiths , ages , etc . 

together . There ’s nothing quite as powerful to me than sitting in an audience 

with total strangers and feeling that moment when everyone is breathing the 

same air , sharing the same space and witnessing the same moment together . 

The energy coming from the performers and the reactions of the audience ; 

that give and take ; that shared , never to be the same experience .” 

Rachael , an actor , director , playwright and theatre arts educator is the owner and director 

of Shawsheen Arts Studio . She is an adjunct professor of acting and theater arts in the Visual 

and Performing Arts Department at Merrimack College and company member and actor with

theatre KAPOW .

Cazimi (Molly Foley, Morgan von Prelle Pecelli, Emily O’Hara), Fall 2022

“Our intention is to share our passion for the creative process and its healing power , both in the

actual making of things , and in the way we move from idea generation to creation . We strongly

believe that by working together we are able to create more thoughtful and impactful art . With

elements of spirituality , design thinking , respect , and wonder we follow our soul calls and create joy

within , and hopefully for the broader community . We look forward to inviting your community into

this process .” 

You may have seen their work in the form of a large-scale public art weaving outside the Andover

Center for History & Culture in the late spring of this year .

The Artist in Residence (AiR) program at South Church is made possible by a grant from the Peter &

Elizabeth Tower Foundation .



CARINGCaring

family/friends of church member Don Sagaser , who died on Sept . 7th

Sherri Hallgren on the death of her friend Robin Kintzie

Carol Finlay on the death of her friend Alan Kong

Andy Brien on the death of his brother Dan Brien on Sept . 21

Joanne Smith on the death of husband and church member Ron Smith on Sept . 28th

John & Marianne Knowles on the death of John ’s father John Knowles

Shirley Stratton on the death of her friend Renee Rich
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I appreciated and enjoyed the beautiful flowers . Thank you , Marty Doyle

Thank you for the beautiful flowers from the worship service . I appreciate your thoughts and

prayers after my surgery . Norma Morava

Thank you for the lovely sunflowers from worship service . Betty Pease

Thank you for your thoughtfulness and generosity in providing the Halloween refreshments ,

snacks and goodie bags for our children . We appreciate your thinking of them and including

them in your mission efforts . You have been so faithful in supporting Manos Felices ! 

Lee Schurter, Communities Together, Inc.

Thank you seems so small compared to the impact you have made in the lives of the families

we serve . Your donation of 68 Market Basket gift cards and your "Pop the Trunk" food drive

was greatly appreciated—especially now . Your team , led by Char Lyons , ROCKS ! 

Ellen Bedrosian, Lazarus House

It is with sorrow that I am physically leaving the South Church community , but I shall always

 keep you with very warm feelings in my heart . My many years in the church include much

wonderful music , both as a performer (in bells , in senior choir , and occasionally as a vocal

soloist) and as an audience member . The musical leaderships of Keith Gould , Megan Sharp ,

Tamara Rozek , Cathy Meyer , and the interim musical leaderships of several others have been

outstanding and very inspiring . South Church ’s music program has flourished under 

their batons .

 

I also greatly enjoyed taking part in the church ’s dramatic productions . I shall always

remember playing the role of Jacob , with a French accent (“Zose Canaan Days . .….Where

diiiiiiiiid zey go?”), in a South Church production of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor

Dream Coat .

 

And then there was the time I went as a member of the bell choir to Worcester to perform

both together with many other bell choirs and separately as the South Church Bell Choir

alone . What an inspiring concert !

 

But most importantly , I must thank all the friends I have made at South Church for their love

and fellowship . How many wonderful church suppers we have enjoyed together ! Many of

them included entertainment , sometimes with me , but most often without me as part

thereof . In short , thanks to all for all the wonderful experiences the church family has offered

me over the past few decades .

 

In the church ’s newsletters , as they are sent to me at my new home in Pennsylvania , I fully

intend to enjoy reading about all the various activities at South Church .

 

Fondly remembering you and all we have done together , I send many thanks and much love

and affection to everyone at South Church . Blessings! Doug Halsted

condolences to

in gratitude
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South Church in Andover 
41 Central Street 

Andover MA 01810 

978-475-0321 

info@southchurch.com 

southchurch.com 

South Church in Andover     An Open and Affirming Congregation of the United Church of Christ

Christmas Eve Worship     Friday, December 24th

3:00pm   

5:00pm   

10:00pm 

Carols, the Christmas story, and a children's message

Online on our YouTube page with comforting scripture
readings, familiar hymns, and beautiful music

Carols and candlelight as we approach midnight together


